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AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH RINUS VAN DE VELDE 

// EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW 
ABOUT… PAINTINGS 

 

When it comes to paintings, what are the driving forces? Where does the inspiration come from, or do 
you need it at all? How you make something concrete appear from the motion of your wrist, is a living 
mystery to me.  Those questions i have never thought about before, all hit me when i first saw by 
serendipity, one of Rinus Van De Velde autoportrait.  Rinus is a belgium painter based in Antwerpen. The 
manifest magnetism passing through his drawings, is not a commun viewer’s feeling.  I might find out a 
few answers by meeting the person behind the work.  Rinus kindly accepts an interview in his atelier.  
But when I arrived, i was not the first one asking a question, he was : Wasn’t the interview tomorrow? 

 

Is there any artistic movement you feel close to? 

I think talking about artistic movement today is old school in a way. It used to be something if it’s not 
everything in the beginning of the 20th century; Those big movements like expressionism or even before, 
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impressionism. But then in the sixties and seventies it became all post modern, and eventually it was to 
fragmented to define art in a strickly speaking : artistic movement. 

I can relate to artists who focus on narrative work, storytelling with minimal drawing, because i am one of 
them. 

There is also i guess, a relation with the past, for exemple the surreal thing, old belgium art, even 
“bandes dessinées”. Those might be the connections, but i don’t know if i could say that i am a part of a 
movement, because it doesn’t really exist anymore. 

An artist nowadays works pretty much alone, it is very individualistic. 

Maybe this is just my vision of it, but i work alone a lot in the studio, and it doesn’t have to do much 
about the outside world. The stories i’m telling, the drawing. It’s a studio base, i dont need to go outside 
and communicate with other artists to make my work. 

Of course i look around and see other people’s creations, but maybe the communication that existed 
before, is not around anymore. 

 

Why do you paint? Does your painting comes from spontaneity or was it provocated by 
something? 

The why question… 

Maybe just because i don’t know what else to do. 

Maybe it all started when i saw this show in Paris about Fauvistic paintings in 2000. It’s the first show i 
saw. I was struck by the quality of a work for the first time. I thought : «This must be something this art 
world, if people are busy all their life painting, it should be meaningful in a way. I started to read books 
about art, and by the age of 17, i thought i should try it, and i liked it. You could mythologize it, but it’s 
basically a young kid who just wants to draw, and then his whole world opens up. Then it becomes an 
obssession, you cannot think about anything else. I also saw this movie when i was a teenager : 
Basquiat (Réalisé par Julian Schnabel, 1996). I thought this was the life i wanted to have. A wild life, 
paintings, living in a basement… So for a time i reproduced his works, until a couple of years later i 
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realized that i was totally not this kind of artist. Then you look for your own style, and slowly you discover 
it. 

I like to tell stories. I’m in this room everyday, it is not an adventurous life. Sometimes you work eight 
hours straight, you start imagining things. In my work i have a very ventursome life, reality is to 
monotonous. I have to fantasize to work. 

Drawing is a solitary thing to do, you just need paper and a pen. Then the practice, wanting to become 
better and better. «Anybody can do it» no one is predistined. I don’t really believe in talent. You just have 
to feel the necessity to do it, get up in the morning go to a place and draw. Discipline or obsession 
towards creation is the biggest talent, i think. 

 

Do you need to paint? 

I couldn’t imagine a life without it, but now if somebody took all of this away, i’d feel really bad. Because, 
if i’m not drawing, i’m walking around in the city. I would take a coffee, but after an hour i’d feel the 
impulse to come back here and work. 

If suddenly i don’t sell the paintings anymore and i have to find another job, that would be a very sad 
moment. I’ve been too busy with art for a long time to just ignore it now. There is an urge. But then of 
course you can survive without doing it, it’s not a basic need. 

It becomes a way of living. It’s difficult to imagine a life without it, luckily i don’t have to. 

 

 

What is your relationship with color? 

I have a difficult relationship with color. When i graduated High school, i started to draw with color 
pencil, based on found footage. It was easy since i was drawing on the exact same surface than the 
pictures, but with what i do now, it would be complicated to fill such a huge space with for exemple a 
red pencil. You would see that i am bored. I like to work and draw pretty fast and with all the things i 
already have to do, adding color would hold me back. 
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When i switched to charcoal, it made it easier to draw faster, you can fill spaces in a short amount of 
time. When i got rid of the colour, it never came back. Now i try it sometimes, but it always fails because 
i can’t find the right material to make it. It looks very kitsh. Black and white keeps me focused on the 
drawing. «Should i have this kind or this kind of blue?» makes you lose the focus on the drawing  
because you’re looking for the right colour. I like to only take care of this one image. I tried to paint as 
well, but having to juggle with all the pencils and mixing colour would be too much of a distraction. Then 
you lose speed again. I would be scared to overpaint. In some way it’s never finished, it’s endless. And I 
like to know with the drawing that i can go from left to right and then it is done, the image appears. 

 

How long do you usually spend on a piece? 

When i’m doing an exhibition, i need a lot of pieces, you cannot tell a story with only 3 or 4 pieces, i 
need at least 17 so i need to work faster than most other artists do. A big piece takes me a week, if you 
only count the drawing part. 

First, we build a stage, which takes a couple of months, after we take a picture of a situation, a kind of 
fantasy that we’re setting up and only after that comes the drawing, which is, in the end, a small part of 
the total work. A couple of years ago i used found footage, so i only did the drawing part, but that 
became too much of a routine. It’s nice to have to build things. Because then i work with assistance, 
people, and after everybody’s gone, i’m alone and can focus again on the drawing. 

 

Can you tell me more about your concept of space in your paintings, the physical work that it 
implies? 

It’s a bit overrated. You do have painters making large paintings, all about physicality, about moving their 
bodies. But it’s not that i’m like a dancer in front of the canvas, you actually focus on a very small part at 
a time. The only physical thing i do is walking backwards to see what i’m doing, and just focus again on 
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the canvas. I never have the feeling that it’s something physical. It looks like there is a lot of movement 
but in the end, you just work on spots. By the way, when it’s finished and you walk back, and finally you 
see something appear on the canvas, it’s kind of a magical moment, it’s also one of the driving forces 
that keeps me drawing. 

It’s such a nice feeling, but also a non-lasting one. Because you work for hours and hours on a drawing 
and then it becomes something. You slowly see it becoming an image, this feeling of satisfaction is 
amazing. Kind of like a polaroid in a way. 

Out of something without content and without meaning, only with a white canvas and a charcoal, you 
can create something which has meaning or which tells a story. 

That’s what I love about fine arts. With the theater for exemple, your result is never solid, it is gone after 
the performance, whereas fine arts stay forever. 

 

 

 

In what do you feed on in life to instill in your paintings? 

I dont think it’s interesting to put my real life into my paintings, it doesn’t interest anybody to know what i 
had for dinner yesterday. 

So i’d say first of all, being here, staying in an isolated space like my studio, or going to the movies, 
listening to people, their stories, or read biographies. 

I once made a series about Bobby Fisher who is a chess player, i imagined myself being Bobby Fisher. 
Or another series where i imagined myself being the friend of  Mayakovsky (a Russian poet from the 
begining of 20th century.) 

Reading, driving your car, lying around. I don’t know, it’s as if sometimes inspiration just hits you, it can 
happen everywhere. 

I’m image driven. For exemple, in my next show you’ll have this rock and a wooden house on top of it. 
First i have this little idea, physical idea. Then i imagined that this rock would be surrounded by the sea. 
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Then you think, ok, that’s a good image to start. Then we build it, and finally the story develops by 
building it. During the process, you think of the drawing that could go with it, the story, what you could 
illustrate. The images always strike me at first and  the text comes after. In cinema, it is the other way 
around. They get the script first and then there is a director who visualises it. Here it is the visual before 
the narrative, the script, in a way. 

 

What is the importance of words in your paintings? 

I don’t trust an image in itself, it’s too open for interpretation. Each image is representing a particular 
part of the story. I want my paintings to have a very clear context and space. 

I could not stand the fact that the audience would be staring at an open content. It’s important that every 
piece has it’s specific role. 

When i started doing this, i only put one world, like a title. But then i thought… You know when you walk 
into a museum you see a label but you can walk by it very easily. I thought it should be more difficult to 
ignore that title. So then i started to write on the work itself, and the text got longer and longer. It’s there 
to create a context and a meaning. Without this, it would be too open for interpretation. Since all of 
those paintings are a part of a story, it needs to be clear. It’s difficult to think about an audience when 
you’re painting. Since i am not a performer, i’m never confronted to my audience, there is never the 
immediate contact between me and the people, so when i’m done with a work it needs to be finished 
the way i want it, because after, i will  have let it go. 

 

 

 

Do you feel as much of a writer as you feel a painter? 

No, i’m not a writer. What i do, is inventing the images in kind of a large context, after which i collaborate 
with Koen Sels, who is a writer. I tell him about the piece and he writes the text. I am a really bad writer 
and his english is way better than mine. 

It was ok when i wrote just one line myself but if you have more content, you have to be a writer, to have 
this kind of dynamic. He is a very good friend and he has seen all of my work, so with him it is possible 
to have this kind of collaboration. He knows exactly what i want. 
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Do you think you would still paint if you’d have to keep it to yourself, and never show what you do 
to others? 

That’s a very difficult question. If i could be like an outsider artist? 

I don’t know if i’d have the strengh to do this… Because you cannot ignore than an applause from time 
to time is a super nice feeling. I don’t know. 

I once said that i draw for 5 people or so… For a girlfriend, a very good friend, even a cat or a dog… It is 
true you make it for a very small circle of people and you cannot control the rest of the audience. And 
here I would be on my own… I never thought of that. 

Because it’s not only fun to do, it has this kind of fun aspect and the satisfaction we talked about. But 
it’s also a very hard, stupid and boring work at times. 

And those moments would be a burden if I would work only for myself. I think I can handle them 
because some people enjoy my work. 

What about your next exhibition in Berlin? 

It will be at Gallery zink. 

In the middle of the room, there will be this rock with the wooden house on top of it. 

On the walls, there will be 17 drawings in total, which tell the story of part of my fictional autobiography. 
In this autoportrait, i find the rock in the middle of the so called sea and i start living on it. Because i’m 
alone and isolated, hallucinations and psychosis starts. People are coming by on the rock to visit me 
etc… 

This is the first time i incorporate a solid decor into my exhibition. I was always frustrated that in 
exhibitions there’s this big space with walls full of drawings but nothing in the middle. I wanted to fill it 
up. This is a test scenario. It’s more concrete with this rock in the middle and building this rock for the 
only purpose of drawing for it, it’s a nice gesture, i think. 

I am not the kind of artist who can draw out of his head. I need to build, make it physically. 

Suddenly there is a rock and a house in your studio and you’re confronted with it everyday, it’s a 
different level than just looking at a picture, it becomes part of the studio. It’s kind of a film decor, you 
have the fiction of the work on one side and on the other side the reality which is there but is fake. It is 
basically about the in between of fiction and reality and they have a strange relationship… 

By Cécile Marx, Motel Magazine 

 


